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Abstract— In today’s world e-commerce increase so it 

needs lots of data analysis is required for betterment of 

services, and making different business decisions. This 

analysis is done by using customer reviews and for 

analysis opinion mining techniques are used. Extracting 

opinions from online reviews is very important task in 

opinion mining. Word alignment model is used for 

opinion word and onion target extraction. To increase 

the execution partial supervised technique is used and 

syntactic patterns are used for it.  Partially-supervised 

word alignment mode (PSWAM) is one of the 

approaches which are used for opinion target 

extraction. PSWAM is used with sentence to find 

relation between words for mining relations between 

words. For each candidate graph based co-ranking 

algorithm can be implementing to calculate the 

confidence of each candidate and candidate with higher 

confidence   will be extracted as opinion target. 

PSWAM model captures opinion relations more easily 

than previously used a technique which is based on 

nearest neighbor rule. This model also reduces the 

negative effects of parsing errors for informal online 

text. Use of partial supervision this model obtains better 

precision than unsupervised alignment model. Graph 

based co-ranking algorithm decreases the probability of 

error generation. This research provides the 

comprehensive information about feature extraction 

and proposed system for classification of online reviews.  

Index Terms— Opinion Mining, opinion word and 

opinion target extraction, text classification.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a day’s online shopping dramatically 

increased due to the rapid growth of e-commerce, and 

the increase of online merchants. Due to this number 

of customers which purchase online products 

increases rapidly. Product manufactures and 

merchant’s customers allow expressing their opinion 

in the form of review to enhance customer 

satisfaction. Now the customers are allow to post a 

review of products at merchant sites. These online 

customer reviews, thereafter, become a large source 

of information which is very useful for both potential 

product manufacturers and customers. Customers 

have utilized this information to support their 

decision on whether to purchase the product. For 

product manufacturer, to understanding the 

preferences of customers is very important for 

product expansion, marketing and consumer 

association management. Since feedback of customer 

influence other customer’s decision. For business 

organization reviews become a major source of 

information to make development plans. Opinion 

Mining is sub discipline of natural language 

processing, text mining and computational linguistics 

involving the computational study of opinions, 

sentiments and emotions expressed in text [2], [6], 

[4]. Sentiment is referred as emotion based on 

thought, view, or attitude reason. Hence, Opinion 

Mining is also being called as Sentiment Analysis 

[10]. Opinion mining has many application domains 

including science and technology, law, politics, 

entertainment, marketing, education, accounting, 

research and development. With the tremendous 

growth of the World Wide Web, huge volumes of 

opinionated texts are available in the form of blogs, 

reviews, discussion groups and forums are available 

for analysis making the World Wide Web the fastest, 

most complete and easily accessible medium for 

sentiment analysis. With increase in use of internet 

large number of users are increased which are 

comfortable with online products and for writing 

reviews. So that there are thousands of reviews are 

available for single popular product on commercial 

site. Some of the reviews are lengthy and some 

contains only few sentences regarding products. This 

makes confusion to take decision about whether to 
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buy a product or not after reading. It is difficult to 

keep track of large number of products for 

manufacturer to keep track of customer opinions 

about product. We can easily obtain full alignment of 

sentence by using some alignment models and 

obtains enhanced alignment results. Next to 

extracting opinion words and targets graph based co-

ranking algorithm is used by calculating the 

confidence of each candidate. 

II.RELETED WORK 

Kang Liu, Liheng Xu, and Jun Zhao [1], proposed a 

complex fertility based model alignment model 

called as “IBM-3 model”. For “Word alignment 

model” syntactic patterns and nearest neighbor rules 

mechanisms are used. IBM-3 model is more effective 

for opinion target and opinion word extraction 

because it have ability to capturing opinion relations 

and therefore. This paper mainly focused 

on detecting opinion relations between opinion words 

and opinion targets. 

Fangtao Li, Sinno Jialin Pan, Ou Jin, Qiang Yang and 

Xiaoyan Zhu [2][3], are present Extracting Sentiment 

and Topic Lexicons which is important for opinion 

mining. Previous work is based on supervised 

learning method which is better for this task. 

Performance of the supervised learning particularly 

depends on labeling of training data which is manual 

process. To overcome problem of labeling data a 

domain adaption framework was proposed for 

sentiment and topic lexicon extraction which do not 

require labeled data. This framework has two phases 

in the first phase; they generate a few topic seeds and 

high-confidence sentiments and in the second phase 

propose a Relational Bootstrapping Algorithm 

expand the seeds in target domain.  

L. Zhang, B. Liu, S. H. Lim, and E. O’Brien-Strain 

[4] [5], proposed double propagation technique for 

feature extraction which deals with problem of state-

of-art. They proposed a feature extraction and feature 

ranking approaches in which candidates are ranked 

according to importance. 

G. Qiu, L. Bing Comput 2011 [7] is proposed a 

double propagation approach that exploits the 

relations between sentiment words and topics or 

product features. This method propagates information 

through opinion targets as well as sentiment words 

and it is called as double propagation. The advantage 

is that it only needs initial opinion lexicon to start 

bootstrapping process. It is semi supervised method. 

Kang Liu, Liheng Xu, Jun Zhao, [1] [2s], are propose 

a new approach word based translation model 

(WTM) for opinion target extraction. To extract 

opinion targets, where candidate opinion relevance 

estimated from the mined associations, is 

incorporated with candidate importance. This method 

can extract opinion relations more precisely, for long-

span relations. Compared to the syntax based method 

it avoid noises from parsing errors and removes the 

problem of error propagation from bootstrapping 

method such as double propagation. 

Mining Opinion Features in Customer Reviews M. 

Hu and B. Liu San Jose 2004 [6] are summarizes all 

the customer reviews of a product. This 

summarization task is based on the specific features 

of the product that customers have positive or 

negative opinion determination. It only identifies and 

extracts product features related with them. 

B. Wang and H. Wang [9], proposed an algorithm to 

measure association from mutual information of low 

frequency word pair. They produce a context 

dependency property. Association is measured by 

using mutual information. Features are noun phrase 

and sentence in the document. 

X. Ding, B. Liu, and P. S. Yu [7], proposed a method 

for finding semantic orientation of opinions which 

consider implicit and explicit opinions. In this paper, 

authors were proposing method to identify semantic 

orientations of opinions. In this method explicit and 

implicit opinions are also considered. They are 

focused on object feature summarization of review. 

Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) are used for 

opinion extraction and polarity detection. 

 Fangtao Li, Chao Han, Minlie Huang, Xiaoyan Zhu, 

Ying-Ju Xia, Shu Zhang and Hao Yu [3][5], 

proposed a machine learning framework. This 

framework is based on Conditional Random Fields 

(CRFs). CRF is use features for extracting object 

features, positive and negative opinions.  

III.PROPOSED WORK 

With the rapid growth of internet, a huge number of 

product reviews are evolved up on the Web. From 

these reviews, customers can obtain first-hand 

assessments of product information and direct 

supervision of their purchase actions. Meanwhile, 

manufacturers can obtain immediate feedback and 
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opportunities to improve the quality of their products 

in a timely fashion. So reviews are helps to new 

customers to decide to buy a product or not. Product 

manufacturer are also use the reviews of customer for 

product development. Opinions of customers are 

sentiments about product. Opinions given by 

customers are not in specific format and it does not 

have any syntax to define it. And every customer has 

different opinions about product so that new 

customer need to read all the reviews this process is 

difficult and time consuming process. Here we will 

design a system for online reviews mining based on 

opinion target and opinion word using classification 

method based on polarity and provide rating for 

product based on review.  

A. System Architecture 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Architecture of Opinion Classification from 

Online Review Support Vector Machine 

 

The proposed architecture consists of four modules. 

1. Feature Extraction Module  

Feature Extraction Module take review dataset as 

input. The dataset contains the product reviews which 

are given by customer on merchant’s site. This 

review dataset is used for preprocessing to remove 

noisy, erroneous, and inconsistent data. This 

preprocessed data is then used for feature extraction.  

All text features are extracted using n-gram feature 

set. The n-gram feature set using character level n-

gram, word level n-gram, and part of speech tag n-

grams and so on.  Character N-gram based on set of 

characters. Word level N-gram are based on group of 

words. It extracts all the feature text from reviews. 

Suppose the sentence is like “I love this smart phone” 

N-gram 

Category 

Examples 

1-char I, l, o, v, e, t, h, i, s, s, m, a, r, t, 

p, h, o, n, e 

2-char Il, ov, et, ,hi, ss ma, rt, ph 

1-word  I, love, this, smart, phone 

2-word  I love, this smart  

 

Table 1: N-gram Feature set 

 

2. Feature Selection Module 

Text features selected by Feature Extraction Module 

are used by Feature Relational Network (FRN). FRN 

algorithm is used to select text feature considering 

relevance between features and redundancy factors. It 

uses a rule based multivariate text feature selection 

method that considers semantic information and 

syntactic relationship between n-grams features in 

order to efficiently remove redundant and irrelevant 

features. FRN utilizes subsumption relation which 

enables intelligent comparison between features to 

facilitate removal of redundant and irrelevant 

features. FRN also assigns numeric values called as 

weight to the features. 

Feature 

group 

Subsumption Relation 

N-Char 1-char -> 2-char, 1-char -> 3-char, 

2-char -> 3-char, 

N-Word 1-word->2-word, 1-word->3-word, 

2-word->3-word 

  

Table 2: Subsumption relation 

 

3. Feature Classification Module 

Features are classified by using Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) classifier SVM is discriminative 

classifier and it is the best text classifier. It is a 

statistical classification method. SVM separates 

decisions surface into separate training data points 

into classes and perform classification based on 

Support vector. Ones features are extracted these are 
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in the form of text. Features need to be converting in 

SVM representation to perform classification. SVM 

assigns numeric value to selected feature. Using 

numeric representation of text SVM perform 

classification on input data. Features are placed in 

different classes depends on polarity. 

1. Rating Module 

Rating module used to calculate the rate for test 

review and its following class of review. This module 

also used to calculate the overall rating of the product 

from all reviews. 

IV. SCOPE OF THE WORK 

The main goal of the proposed work is classification 

of reviews and calculating the rating for particular 

product based on review. 

1. To implement feature extraction algorithm 

2. To implement feature classification using 

SVM 

3. Calculating rating for product  

4. Finding topical relation between reviews 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we study opinion extraction techniques 

and proposed a new system for classification of 

reviews. Opinion mining is viewpoint of text mining. 

To conclude some decision from the reviews or the 

feedbacks retrieved from the user customers opinions 

are generally taken to collect the thoughts and 

various aspects of the product that also include the 

technical details. Once the opinions are collected the 

filtration over reviews are performed to identify most 

relevant information in the form of opinion class or 

sentiment class. In the new proposed system we will 

going to develop the system which performs the 

classification and calculate the product rating. 
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